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Abstraa - Tbe megnelle fleld produeed by transmlsslon
UDes mey dlsturb sensitive electronle equlpmenl in Ibe vlcinity.
For a given tower configuration the power ßOlY cendldons of
the llne determlne the megnitude of the emitled mngnetie
Ileld•. Tbc Influence of lond, pbnse nngle nnd direetion of the
now. on the eomblned megnetie Ileld of multl-clrcult lines is
diseussed syslemnticelly. Bestdes optimnl errangemenl of the
phase conducton emphasis is glven 10 the grouping of the
phaae condncton 10 elrcuJls. E18mples of exlsting power lloes
nnd pro]ects .bow precticnl eppllcntions.
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I. INIRODUCI10N
The more recent studies and investigations about electrie
and magnetic fields in the vicinity of power trnnsmission
lines were mainIy stimuIated by publie concern and in
particuIar by the controversial debate about the possibility of
biological effects of low magnetie fields. In some countries
the approval of new trnnsrnission line projects as weU as upgrading of existing trnnsrnission lines requires an environmenta1 impact statement One important item in such a
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report is the impact of electromagnetie fields in residential
areas. With the present design of trnnsmission lines, the
magnetie flux density in the vicinity and even direcUy under
the line (I m above the ground level) is generally mueh
lower than the internationally recommended exposure limit
of 100 J.lT for low frequency magnetie fields in areas with
publie aeeess [1).
It is widely recognized !hat low frequency magnetie fields
may disturb technical Installations, such as video display
units (monitors of computer tenninals) even at low field flux
densities. In particular, large display units of CAD
workstations are very sensitive in this respect, Low level
magnetie fields may also affect the operation of sensitive
measuring equipment (e.g. electron mieroscope) or
instruments for medical diagnosis (EEG). Power frequency
magnetie fields were analysed in a number of publications
[2), [3). [4), [5]. Various measures were proposed for the
reduction of transmission line magnetie fields [6), [7). Most
of the existing concepts for field reduction of multi-circuit
lines are based on a uniform loading of the circuits involved
[8). However, this will not be the case, if the circuits are not
operated in parallel. Tberefore the simulation of power line
magnetie fields has to be based on real operating eonditions.
Multi~t lines are widespread in the Western
European transmission network (UCPTE). Typically, two or
more 380 kV or 220 kV circuits, respectively, are on the
same tower. In most cases the circuits have independent
power f10WS. The ratio of the individual loads may Y:jI'Y in a
wide range. The paper discusses the infIuence of various
power Ilow conditions (load, phase angle, flow direction) 01
multi-circuit trnnsrnission lines on the magnetie fields in the
vicinity of the lines. Besides optimal phase conduetor
arrangement the grouping of phase conduetors to circuits
can reduce the combined magnetie field significanUy. Tbe
case of a project is shown, where the magnetie field was
reduced by grouping the phase eonductors to an optimal
arrangement
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2. LOW FJELD PHASE ARRANGEMENT FOR

MULTI-CIRCUIT LINES
1./ Magneticjield ofmu/tl-circuit lines
power frequency magnetie fields of three phase systems
have 10 be treated as vector phasors, i.e, temporal and spatial
sinusoidal varyingvectors, In general the vector locus traces
an ellipse. III the following the magnetic fIux density B (or
B-fieId) will be considered. In the Laplace domain a monofrequency quasi static field can be descnbed as a complex
vector field [5). Fig. I shows the real and iinaginary parts,
which are space directional vectors with components in \he
x- and y-axis . B-fields of power lines can be treated as a twodimensional fields with four components, i.e, real and imaginary parts in both, x- and y-direction. The description of a
3-<1imensional field at one point would need 6 components.
Im (6 x)

Fig, 1

The vector locus of the combined field of multi-circuit
lines with circuits operating at the same frequency is still an
ellipse. This was verified by a measuremenl near a 380 kV
!ine with two circuils. One of the measuremenl described in
section 3.1 was analysed in detail. The space components of
the magnetie field were measured during 15 cycles (300 ms
at 50 Hz) with a sampling interval of 0.6 ms. Fig. 2 shows
the measured locus of the vector phasor. The RMS-value of
the measured B-field was 0.941 J.LT.
Generally, the magnetie field of three-phase power lines
dec!ines rapidly with the distance from the line axis, characterized by an inverse power series of the distance. For a
symmetrical 3-phase system (no zero sequence component),
the magnitude decays with the power of two of the distance
and neglectable terms of higher order [10). If the line consists of more than one 3-phase circuit, the second and even
higher order terms can be reduced significantly by optimizing the phase conductor arrangement whieh is used for low
field confignrations or higher order phase arrangement [11].

1.1 Criteriafor lowfield phase arrangement

B-field vector loc:us of a 3-phase system

The magnitude (RMS-value) of a two-dimensional field
has 10 be calculated as the 0001 mean square of the four
components (I). As the space directional vectors are instantaneous values, the faclor 1/./2 is needed 10 calculate the
RMS-value [9A).

B"" =

line depends on the currenl magnitude and the phase angle
of each circuil It must be noted, that the magnitude of the
combined field is not eqnal 10 the sum of the magnitudes of
the individnal fields. The magnitude of the combined field
may even be lower than the individnal field of each circuil.

Two general rules can be proposed for a lower design with
low magnetie fields.

L Compacl design: The conductors should be arranged as
close as possible, since the field rar away of overhead lines
is proportional to the distance between the phase conduc10m.
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With multi circuit lines the combined field is the superposition of the individual fields of the circuits. Since twodimensional fields are characterized by four components, the
superposition is done by adding these components, i.e, adding the space directional vectors of the real and imaginary
parts.

Bm m =B, +B, = Re(B,)+Re(B,)+j(lm(B,)+lm(B,»
Bm m : vector phasor of'the combined field
B,.B, : vector phasora of the individnal Iields
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The value of B,um depends on the magnitudes and the
phasor angles of the field components of eaeh individual
circuit, Thus, the combined magnetie field of a multi-circuit
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II. Phase arrangement: For multi-circuit lines the phases
should be arranged in sueh a configuration that the superposition of the individual fields produces a minimum
comhined field, In a first step, the center point of 311 eurrents having the same phase must be determined. (The
center point would correspond tn the cent er of gravity if
the currents were replaced by masses.) Then the conduetors have 10 be arranged in sueh a manner, that the center
points of all phases will be as close as possihle. Referring
10 (10) it can be shown that the second-order term nf the
B-field series expansion will vanish completely, if the
center points of all groups of currents having the same
phase angle coincide. Tbus the rar field will dopend on the
distance as 11d' . Fig. 3 shows an optimal phase
arrangement of!wo 380 kV circuits.
The deseribed method gives the basis for the geomelrical
optimization of the tower design. It is based on given
currents for eaeh circuit and on equal phase angles of 311
circuits. However, in the realistie operation conditions of
power lines , the circuits will normally have currents of
different magnitude and differenl phase angles. The
operating eonditions have a strong influence on the
eombined magnetie field, whieh will be discussed
syslematically in the following chapter,
Taking unequal loads of the individual circuits of multi-

circuit lines into acco unt, a further eriterion for the reduction
of the magnetie fields has to be considered. The phase
conductors can be grouped in different ways to 3-phase
circuits. Section 4.2 shows a practical application.

l1

~Jnm~v~ngpowuflow

The varying power ßows of multi-circuit lines praduce

varying magnetie fields, too. The example of a real case will
illustrale Ibis eontext. An overhead transmission line with
\WO 380 kV circuits crosses an industrial area. Monitor
distmbances were reported from a building with offices
located exactIy under the line. The monitor disturbances
could be observed at certain times of the day, only. The
magnetie fields were measured on both sides at 20 m from
the line axis (measurement A and rneasurement B,
respectively), I m above the ground level. Fig . 4 summarizes
96 measurernents taken in 24 hours. Most of the measured
vaIues were 1.5 IlT or below. However, at certain times field
magnitndes between 1.5 IlT and 2 IlT were measured. In this
range of field magnitudes, monitor disturbances were
observed. The variation of the field valu es was caused by the
varying power ßows on the line. As the circuits were nol
operated in parallel, differenl magnetie fields were measured
on eaeh side of the line.

3.2 Uneven load ofthe clrcuits
Tbe current magnitude and the proportion of the
individual eircuit currents have a significant influence on the
magnetie field emission. In an optirnized low field
arrangement the reduction of the magnetie field will be
lowered if the currents of eaeh circuit are nol equal. As an
example the combined magnetie fields of a 2-circuit line
with an optimized phase conduetor arrangernent (fig. 3)
were simulated for three different load conditions. Tbe
currents of circuit 2 were modified according to table I.
Case I is the reference case with even load. Case 3 has the
maximum uneven load. AIthough the total load of case 3 is
half of case I, the maximum combined field of case 3 is
about 85 % of case I.
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Fig, 5

Magnctic field rardifferent loads

In rnany cases ihe comb ined magnetie field may be hig her
for unequal currents, especially at a certain distance from the
line axis. Fig. 5 shows lhe profiles perpendicular to lhe line
axis of lhe combined fields . In ihe ran ge between -10 m and
- 100 m from the line axi s the eombined field of case 3 is
higher ihan lhe field of case I, eve n ihough lhe total sum of
the eurrents of case 3 was half as high as in case 1.

Comparing case 4 10 case I and case 5 10 case 2,
respectively, the combined field is higher for reverse power
flows. The difference becomes significanl at a certain
distance fro m the power line, typically 20 m and more. In
table 3 the fiel d magnitudes of aII 5 cases are compared at a
point at -30 m from the line axis.

Table 3

3.3 Reverse power flow s

The individual power flows of multi-cireuit transmissten
lines may have opposite directions. Typically, ihis is the case
if circuits belonging to different grids are on the same tower,
1. e. mixed lines wiih 380 kV and 220 kV circuits or lines
wiih transmission and sub-transmission circuits.
In order to analyse the reduction of ihe magnetie field two
cases wiih reverse power flows were simulated nsing the
same line configurntion as in ehapter 3.2. The current of
circuit 2 had the same magnitude but reverse direction
(table 2). Fig. 6 shows lhe combined fields for the cases 4
and5.
Tablc2

ReversepowerIlcw on ciralit 2

Current of circuit 1

Current of circuit Z

Cnse4

l OOOA

-1000 A

Cnse5

1000A

- 500 A

Magnetic fields Icr reverse powerflew

Combined magnetic fieldsat -30 m from the lioe axis

Currents

Bres

Cnse 1

1000 A I 1000 A

2.06 fiT

Cnse2

1000A I

500A

2.53 fiT

Cnse3

1000 AI

DA

3.14 fiT

Cnse 4

1000 A 1-1000 A

4.59 fiT

Cnse5

lOOOAI -5ODA

3.84 fiT

3,4 Phose ang/es
The currents of two circuits usually hav e different phase
angles, caused by different power factors on eaeh circuil.
The difference of the phase angles has a certain influence on
lhe combined magnetie field. The phase angl e between lhe
IIVO circuits was varied from 0° 10 360°, i.e, by variation of
lhe power faetors. The simulation is based on lhe lower
configuration of fig. 3. Fig. 7 sh ows ihe combined B-field
calculated for the point A. It should be mentioned, that at
phase angles 90°< 'P < 270° the real power flow of the two
circuits would be reverse (see section 3.3). For the simulations, the currents of the circuits we re kep t constanl.
The influence of lhe phase angles on the combined B-field
becomes more complex if more ihan two circuits are on lhe
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4. EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

4.1 Optimal phase arrangementfor an exlsting line
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An office building having many PC and CAD work stations is located only 17 meters from the line axis of a
2201380 kV-transmission line (fig . 9). The monitors with the
smallest distance to the line are about 8 meters below the
lowes! towcr arm and 10 meters from the nearest conduetor.

r-,

After complaints about monitor disturbances, magnetie
field measurements at several monitor locations showed that
the eqnipment disturbance level of about 1.5 IlT was slighUy
exceeded even for the most distant monitors.

• a !
n

ortwo tlteub

Magnetic field for varying phase angle differmcc.
2 cira>ib. 1000 A cacb, configurntioo sec fig. 3

Fig,7

same towcr. As an example a line with three circuits (fig. 9)
was used. The combined magnetie field at the observation
point is shown in fig. 8. Parameters for the calcu1ation were
the difference of the phase angles between eircuit I and
eircuit 2 ('P12) and between circuit I and circuit 3 ('PI3)'
respectively.
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ln order to avoid high expenses regarding individual
shielding of the monitors, field calcu1ations were performed
to clarify whether any phase change at the three-circuit-line
would cause a sulficient rednction of the magnetie field. The
result was \hat the combined magnetie field of the
transmission !ine could be reduced by means of a simple
phase change in the lowest circuit. This phase change was
tested then and measurements eonfirmed the results of the
calcu1ations : reduction from 2.25 JlT to 0.5 IlT (mean
values). The change of the outer phases to the optimal
arrangement was performed at low cost. Fig . 9 shows the
original and the optimized phase conduetor arrangement.
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originnJ phase ccnductcrs of circuit 3
optimizcd am.ngemcnt for eirealt 3
measurement point (desk top monitor)

.

The magnetie field emission of the transmission line could
be minimizoo withont any visible ebange at the equipment
with the effect that the monitor distmbances disappeared. In
the case of a single monitor of course, it would be more cost
effective to shield the equipment itself than 10 take measures
at the field source.

4.2 Phase opfimizatlon for a 220 kV line project
For the project of a new 220 kV !ine simulations were
performed to determine a low-field phase arrangement The
optimizatiou of the phase arrangement according to the rules
descn'bed in section 2.2 led to the confignration of the phase
conductors as shown in fig. 10. Besides the optimization of
the phase conductor arrangement, different possibilities to
group the eircuits may be used to minimize the magnetie
field considering power flow conditions.
Prineipally the phase couductors can be grouped in two
ways to three-phase eircuits, either horizontally or in a
triangular confignration (fig. 10). The electrie field would be
equal for both variants, as well as the magnetie field if both
circuits were loaded equally. The latter wiIl not be the case,
as the lines wiIl not be operated in parallel. In real operation
the two circuits will have different flows. In order to model
the uneven power flows, the magnetie field calculations were
based on currents of 500 A for one circuit and 1000 A for
the other circuit. As it cannot be predicted whieh eircuit wiIl
be higher loaded, the worst case had to be taken into account
for the simulation of the magnetie fields. Fig. 10 shows the
worst case for both variants of grouping. In fig . 11 the
combined fields are compared.

. . .II.M.JW:_,J#,
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clrcuit 1

o circuit 2
Fig. 10
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This case illustrates how the magnetie field emission of an
existing line was reduced. The design of the tower could not
be ebanged. Thus the number of possible variants was
limited due to the installed insulators for 380 ~V and
220 kV, respectively. The calculations were based on
currents representing normal operating conditions. The new
arrangement had a significantly reduced combined magnetie
field whieh was verified by measnrements.
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Magnetic ficlds foe different varianteof grouping

For unequal operating conditions the combined magnetie
field of the triangular grouping of the phases will be
significantly lower than for the horizontal grouping.

In principle the descn'bed method could be applied for
other tower confignrations. It has to be mentioned that for
towers with three crossanns and avertical arrangement of
the conductors as shown in fig. 3 the situation becomes more
complex. The combined field of lines on high towers might
be reduced using a triangn1ar grouping of the phases.
However, for low towers the situation is different. Here, the
vertical grouping, as used by conventional arrangements,
wiIl have a lower combined field than the triangular
grouping. As lines on low towers produce high magnetie
fields on the ground level, the vertical grouping should be
applied.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Using real operating conditions like typical mean loads as
a basis for magnetie field simulatious, an optimized
arrangement and grouping of phase conductors wiIl reduce
the magnetie field emission in the vicinity of power lines. As
the power flow conditions may vary independently for eaeh
eircuit, the minimum magnetie field emission cannot be
gnaranteed for aIl operating conditious. Standard operating
conditious have to be evaluated for a reaIlstie simulation.
The aim is to cover the majority of the possible operating
conditious, preferably these with high magnetie field impact
Already during the design phase, field simulatious will
help to find an optimized conductor arrangement and
routing of the transmission line to make sure that the field
emission will be minimized. Additionally any limits of
exposure (e.g. IRPA guidelines [I]) will be strictly respected.
For upgrade projects the comparison between the field
emission of the actual and the planned line situations is very
helpful in the project argumentation,

w!!%~j!'.'.

500 A
1000 A

Pcssible grouping ofthe phese ccoductors
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